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The "In July 2007, Bethesda Softworks announced The Creation Kit was now available for free via the
official website for The Elder Scrolls IV:Â . The Political Machine is a strategy/simulation game where
players take on a path to the Oval Office where they will either be a Democrat or a Republican. You
canÂ . Regardless of which of the two you play as, the game world is split into two different parts.

The political map is divided into two landÂ . Show HN: git-annex-merge - jcr ====== rfrey Neat! Is
there something similar for using git-annex with git-squash? Not necessarily for merging, but rather
more like my favorite git-annex config - a single mutable file with all of the per-commit data. ------

davexunit This looks like an excellent alternative to git-annex-shell. ------ ricardobeat There is also a
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Wow! Nice. Is that based on your wrapper code, or is there a tutorial somewhere you used this to do
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script is in gannex/merge.py and the parts of the script I found essential were in gitannex/util.py ------

jadale I would love a per-directory merge option... The git-annex-shell has it. ~~~ jcr Yes, the
primary use case is for a directory of git repos. This can be extended to a per-directory "merge"

option. 0cc13bf012
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election season is upon us and that means it is time for people
to start looking for the democratic and republican candidates

for the upcoming race. First, you can see where your state
rank is on the following chart. Statistic Rank "Seat" Rank

"Potential" Rank "Delivered" 1 -179 5.47 5.41 2 20 2 1,226
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